Partnering with a Guatemalan community to create social innovation and impact for good

- Home Stay and Cultural Immersion
- Spanish Language
- Social Innovation Design & Community Consulting
- Cross Cultural Teamwork
- Adventure

"During my time in country I interacted with people whom I will never forget, I gained skills which I will never lose and made memories that have become a part of my identity. It was truly a once in a lifetime experience that opened my mind to a massive world with endless opportunities." - Jack M, Miami Student

"When I boarded the plane, I was nervous about the trip, but three weeks later when it was time to leave I wished I could stay longer. It’s hard to believe how much value was packed into my time there. The trip was equal parts learning, putting my skills to work, and experiencing the country and its culture. From meeting local farmers to hiking through the Andes, every day was full of new experiences and perspectives. The trip was truly an adventure!" - Ben A., Miami Student